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AL-FARABI’S THOUGHTS OF IMPORTANCE  
OF TEACHING AND KNOWLEDGE

On this article,Al- Faraby is widely considered the problem of education and pedagogy in the philo-
sophical system as the social phenomenon. This phenomenon is closely related to the human body, as well 
as confirms that each individual can be the member of society, can achieve the level of his own personal-
ity, on the result to achieve their main goals prepares from the earliest age. �hole activities directed to 
education on Al-Farabi`s view, formulated on certain stage and values in society, teaching and practical 
possibilities as the personal development. . The main goal of education to achieve the level of personality, 
but the main goals of people living in this world absolute goodnesss- defined as achieving the highest level 
of happiness.. On theseexplanations edited the importance of scientific works of ancientauthors,repaired 
and explained,formed to the methodical type as most pupil will be able to read and understand.

Al-Farabi united the learning and experience as the importance of education: every theoretical 
knowledge must be practiced in practice.

Key words: Education, theory, experience, political leader, moral, an individual, pedagogical, intel-
lectual knowledge, didactics.
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Шы ғыс тың ұлы ойшы лы әл-Фaрaби дің  
оқу мен бі лім бе ру дің мaңыз ды лы ғы турaлы ойлaры

Бұл мaқaлaдa әл-Фaрaби дің фи ло со фия лық жүйе сін де гі бі лім мен педaго гикa мә се ле сі әлеу-
мет тік фе но мен ре тін де жaн-жaқты қaрaсты рылaды. Бұл фе но мен ті ке лей aдaм жaны мен ты ғыз 
бaйлaныс ты, со ны мен қaтaр, әр бір же ке тұлғa қоғaмның мү ше сі бо луғa, өзі нің же ке ке ме лі нің 
дең ге йіне же ту ге, со ның нә ти же сін де өзі не қойылғaн бaсты мaқсaтқa же ту ге ер те жaстaн бaстaп 
дa йын дaлaты нын рaстaйды. Бі лім ге бaғыттaлғaн іс-әре кет тер дің бaрлы ғы әл-Фaрaби дің ойын шa, 
бел гі лі бір ке зең де жә не қоғaмдa құн ды лықтaр, ілім мен тә жі ри бе лік мүм кін ші лік тер ді тұлғaның 
иге руі деп тұ жы рымдaйды. Бі лім aлу дың бaсты мaқсaты же ке тұлғaны ке ме лі не жет кі зу болсa, 
aл әлем де aдaмзaттың өмір сүр уін ің бaсты мaқсaты aбсо лют тік жaқсы лық – жоғaрғы дең гей деп 
тaнылaтын бaқытқa же ту деп aнықтaлaды. Бұл тү сі нік те ме лер де ежел гі aвторлaрдың ғы лы ми ең-
бек те рі нің мaңы зын өң деп, жөн деп ықшaмдaп тү сін ді ріп, көп ші лік оқу шы қaуымғa оқып тү сі ну ге 
ыңғaйлы ме то дикaлық түр ге кел ті ре ді. 

Әл-Фaрaби, бі лім aлу мaқсaттaры ның бaрлы ғы үйре ну мен тә жі ри бе ні бір дей дең гейде бі-
рік тер ді: кез кел ген aлынғaн теория лық бі лім тә жі ри бе жү зін де іс ке aсы ры луы тиіс деп тұ жы-
рымдaйды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: бі лім бе ру, тео рия, тә жі ри бе, сaяси көшбaсшы, морaль дық, же ке тұлғa, педaго-
гикaлық, ин тел лек туaлды бі лім, дидaктикa.
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Знaчи мос ть обрaзовa ния и обу че ния по вз гля дам aль-Фaрaби

В этой стaтье в кaчест ве со циaльно го фе но менa рaзнос то рон не рaссмaтривaют ся проб ле мы 
обрaзовa ния и педaго ги ки в фи ло со фс кой сис те ме Аль-Фaрaби. Этот фе но мен тес но связaн с 
ду шой че ло векa, a тaкже подт верждaет, что кaждый че ло век с рaнних лет го то вит ся стaть чле-
ном об ще ствa, хочет дос тичь со вер шенс твa, a в ре зуль тaте до бить ся постaвлен ной пе ред со-
бой це ли. По мне нию Аль-Фaрaби, вся дея тель ность, нaпрaвленнaя нa обрaзовa ние, яв ляет ся 
освaивa нием че ло веком цен нос тей, знa ний и прaкти чес ких воз мож нос тей в об ще ст ве, в кaком-то 
пе ри оде вре ме ни. Ес ли глaвной целью по лу че ния обрaзовa ния яв ляет ся дос ти же ние лич ностью 
со вер шенс твa, то цель жиз ни че ло векa в ми ре – до бить ся выс ше го уров ня счaстья, aбсо лют но го 
добрa. 

Аль-Фaрaби объеди няет все уров ни познa ния и прaкти ки с целью по лу че ния знa ния: лю бое 
по лу чен ное теоре ти чес кое знa ние долж но при ме нять ся нa прaкти ке. 

Клю че вые словa: обрaзовa ние, тео рия, прaктикa, по ли ти чес кий ли дер, морaль ный, лич ность, 
педaго ги чес кий, ин тел лек туaльное знa ние, дидaктикa. 

Introduction

All the centuries thinkers have questioned what 
must be learned in order to be in harmony with 
the age at which they live, to find their places in 
society and eventually to become a citizen of the 
community. After that it is clear that there is a need 
for knowledge. 

However, there is a wide variety of ideas 
about education and scientific knowledge, even 
contradictory to each other. Among the thinkers, 
thoughts and teaching one of the philosopher Abu 
Nasr Al-Farabi are great of importance, who con-
tributed to the formation and development of sci-
ence. Several scientists think that this philosopher 
focuses on logic, metaphysics and political science, 
although we cannot deny his eagerness to knowl-
edge on the basis of Plato`s impressive works.

General, Abu Nasir Al- Farabi (870-950 years) 
– was born in the soldiers family a great world re-
nowned thinker, philosopher, sociologist, math-
ematician, astronomer, physicist, botanist, linguist, 
logic, musician. Al-Farabi studied in Otrar ma-
drasah, Shash, Samarqand, Bukhara, after Harran, 
Egypt, Haleb (Aleppo), Baghdad. On the result of 
this knowledge, Al-Farabi became “ Second world 
teacher” (Kul-Mukhammed M., 2007:96).

Alfarabi`sintensions was great to understand the 
world and humanity, to determine the place of last in 
the world, and to achieve a full and intuitive image 
of the world and society. 

The intellectual heritage of an ancestor as 
many works of science is filled with direct antique 
philosophy, including philosophical doctrines and 

translations of Plato and Aristotle. As the scientists 
conclusion,there are from seventy to hundred and 
sixty tracts of Al-Farabi. (Tazhibayeva T.L., 2011:89).

In the philosophical system of Al-Farabi 
education and pedagogic were one of the 
phenomenon of society. This phenomenon is closely 
related to the human body as well as confirms that 
each individual can be the member of society, can 
achieve the level of his own personality, on the 
result to achieve their main goals prepares from the 
earliest age. Despite the fact that Al-Farabi has no 
specific work on direct education and pedagogy, he 
has mastered his philosophical thoughts about “The 
path to happiness”, “The meaning of the word” 
Intelligence “,” The Pre-Trial Pre-Learning “,” Civil 
Policy “ a person can make sure that they can clearly 
identify elements of pedagogical doctrine.

Whole activities directed to education on Al-
Farabi`s view, formulated on certain stage and 
values in society, teaching and practical possibilities 
as the personal development. . The main goal of 
education to achieve the level of personality, but the 
main goals of people living in this world absolute 
goodnesss- defined as achieving the highest level of 
happiness.

Research methods:
On this article we use the comparative theoretical 

methods of research as a scientific instrument on 
the basis of the philosophical foundations and 
theoretical significance of Al-Farabi’s importance in 
education and knowledge.

In the process of research .we use the researches 
of foreign and domestic authors whose works are 
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related to our theme. To the themes we will use 
hermeneutic and comparative, stylistic methods of 
research.

The ideas of Al-Farabi about the importance 
of education and knowledge in the process of 
philosophical research,in accordance with the basis 
of the study, will be used Phenomenological analysis 
methods.

Main part:
Ideal person,According to Al-Farabi, the person 

who has achieved the perfection of theoretical 
goodness and mercy, the perfection of moral education, 
which summarizes the intellectual knowledge. This 
theoretical and practical goodwill is acknowledged to 
have a leading role in the political leadership of the 
other members of society.Al-Farabi united the moral 
and esthetic values:goodness is beauty, beauty is the 
image of goodness; beauty is value measured with 
smartness. The works of Al-Farabi have contributed 
to the rise of the European Renaissance

Farabi played an important role in promoting the 
science and ancient culture of the East and the West, 
contributed to the development of education at that 
time (Audanbek Kobesov, 2004:13).

This perfect education, which is expected of 
knowledge, combines knowledge and moral education; 
it is both good and happiness at the same time.

Theoretical and practical perfection can only 
be achieved in society. If the person will live out 
of society, he only can learn to be a wild animal.
Therefor,one of the main aim of knowledge “The 
creation of a united ideal society for the sake of 
finding happiness in all cities”( Al-Farabi. Social 
and ethical treatises, 1975:352-353).

Al Farabi determined upbringing of political 
leader as one of the main goal of knowledge, because 
any community needs leader who will guide itself 
and demand to the right way.

Beside the goals above, Al-Farabi promotes 
creativity and concluded as the main reason of this 
maturity in theoretical and practical creativity is a 
sign of nobility.

Al-Farabi united the learning and experience as the 
importance of education: every theoretical knowledge 
must be practiced in practice (Altayev Zh., 1997:67). 
If science is not put into practice, it will mean no value. 

To achieve these goals on the basis of knowledge 
and teaching, Al-Farabi added to Plato’s thought

What the teaching means? 
Al-Farabi used many thoughts to explain this 

concept: discipline(ta’dib),correction(taqwim),te
aching (tahdhib),direct (tasdid),practice or learn 
(irtiyad), orient and bring up (tarbiya).

One of tracts of Al-Farabi “ to reach happiness”, 
Al-Farabiidentifies education as teaching the people 
and cities theoretical goodness. Good discipline , in 
his thoughts, a set of good qualities, and discipline 
is the way to create moral qualities (Abu-Nasir Al-
Farabi, 2014:504).

Al-Farabi determines the difference between 
instruction and discipline. The previous 
one teaches theoretical culture, the last one 
teaches to absord the practical and technical 
qualities. Therefore two of them are different. 
Al-Farabi differs from Plato by giving special 
importance to sensuality. He explained the bodies 
of sensuality as the way of taking knowledge. 
The conclusion is Al-Farabi defines knowledge as 
the conception begins with sensual perseptions. 
He also drew attention to the idea that Aristotle’s 
“The Book of Demonstrations” (Interpretations), in 
which he wrote: “Whosoever loses his belongings 
is deprived of knowledge” (Kobesov A., 2002:87).

Despite the fact that al-Farabi’s emphasis on 
education is closely related to sensuality, great 
other philosophers think that sensuality is only 
instruments of consciousness and consciousness in 
its turn, is aimed at understanding. He explained 
on the basis of idea Platon thatthe basic nature of 
learning is to remember.

Education is acknowledged to be necessary for 
all members of society in the Al-Farabi mentality 
aimed at achieving perfection and happiness. 
Therefore, the educational methods should be 
adapted to what community group orientation.

There are two basic methods on teaching :the 
first of which was a belief for the general public and 
the other was recognized as an action for the elite 
community. If the method of expression is achieved 
by word, the convincing method is guided by the 
word together.

Based on Plato’s educational model, al-
Farabiformulated the dialogue and word delivery 
methods as important parts of education. 

The general education of the people is also 
thought to be based on their level of consciousness. 
One of the methods to teach the members of such a 
community- it is deemed necessary to explain the 
phenomena that are difficult to understand through 
imagination with metaphor and other similar images.

Beside the methods above, Al-Farabi noted 
memorization and repeat as an important role of 
education.. Philosopher divided to two section 
last one: the first to repeat words until pupil will 
memorize it, second is d=oriented to formulating a 
deeper understanding than just memorizing it.

Al-Farabi replied that the memorization and 
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understanding of what is more important in education 
is far more memorable than remembrance, and that 
the memory is limited only to memorization of the 
details of knowledge, and that the understanding 
motivates the thinking to fully comprehend the 
learning phenomena.

It is seemed that,nowadays. the teaching methods 
of Al-Farabi are using in high level educational 
institutions shows us its importance. 

General, let’s talk about Al-Farabi’s thoughts 
about the pupil and the teacher, the main participants 
in education

According to the observer, the teacher should be 
educated on a voluntary basis, without any problem. 
General, teacher should fit the following scientific 
and moral requirements: the individual who get 
high level education in own specialty, can show 
the phenomena that could be shown, can teach to 
the knowledge which he/she knows, can withstand 
various problems.

And pupil should have the following qualities:the 
quality to understand the conception of education, to 
adopt it and to explain these conceptions.

Although, according to Al-Farabi competitor 
always wants to study, person who only focuses 
attention on education. Because study or learning 
needs a long- term.

Al-Farabi put a special emphasis on the subject 
of education as well as the list of subjects that 
are different from the basic characteristics of its 
participants..

In every stage to achieve own goals education 
should be through a particular program, it 
should be the sequence of education.Al-Farabi 
viewed the program structure as an important 
part of education that contributes to the culti-
vation of the nation’s cultural heritage and, on 
the other hand, the culmination of its emotions. 
With this understanding, Al-Farabidoes not only 
sum up systematically the branches of science, but 
also focuses on classifying them as the first among 
the Muslim philosophers. His “Science Classifica-
tion” tract isclassificated in the field of acquired 
knowledge (Al-Dzhindi Nazikh Akhma, 1991:26).

Accordingto philosopher, the beginning of the 
education should start with the language and its 
structure. General person who speaks other languag-
es initiates the study of other sciences. 

It is possible to notice that the thinker attaches 
great importance to the language, he has mastered 
several languages   that contributed to comparing 
societies with different cultures. He thought that the 
education program after learning languages have to 
directed to learn logics. Because the arabian word 

‘logic’ (mantiq) combined word and intelligence, 
therefore according to the thinker, learning a 
language has been recognized as the beginning of 
the work of a person with a complex knowledge.

The next component of the educational program 
is mathematics. Al-Farabi admitted to learn 
arithmetic as the basis of theoretical sciences: ‘Those 
who want to learn theoretical creativity should start 
with numbers and sizes because these systems are 
optical, astronomical instruments. The philosopher 
divided math to several types: numbers (arithmetic), 
geometry ,science astronomy, music, dynamics and 
machine-building science

After such exact sciences, theology and 
metaphysics, then political science, law, academic 
theology are considered in the program. Briefly, 
the education program of Al-Farabiconsists of the 
following groups of branches of science: language 
science, logic, mathematics, natural sciences, 
theology, political sciences, law and academic 
theology. However, Al-Farabipointed out that phi- However, Al-Farabipointed out that phi-
losophy is the father of all sciences. Because, this 
science was explained as the reason of every causes 
whish managed with people. Philosophy allows you 
to explore the best of phenomena in the best possible 
way, and it is also a blessing to happiness.Al-Farabi’s 
Treatise on “Pre-Trial Pre-Trial Predicts states” that 
there are nine different approaches to philosophy, and 
they are based on the work of Aristotle.They are :

Knowledge of all schools in philosophical 
science.

Mastering the main goals of each books of 
Aristotle.

Mastering the science that is the basis of 
philosophy

To know the main goals of philosophy.
Knowing the ways to achieve the goal of 

achieving perfection of philosophy.
Mastering the languages of every books of 

Aristotle.
Knowing the meaning of adding uncertainties to 

Aristotle`s books.
Determine the circumstances of a person who 

know philosophy.
To know every necessities from teaching 

Aristotle`s books (Abu-Nasir Al-Farabi, 2014:504)
Al-Farabi’s teachings reflect the philosophy 

and education of the world from the antiquity 
to the medieval period and its inclusion in the 
modern era. Despite the recent advances in 
science, the importance of al-Farabi’s heritage is 
rising day by day.There is no doubt that the use 
of elements of the great thinkers in education 
and upbringing, including the knowledge of 
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languages   and mathematics, is still undeniable 
that education without upbringing and upbringing 
without education can not stand are clear evidence.
Al-Farabi’s didactics “Great Book of Music” 
plays many role: this is a wonderful example 
of how the work of finding and extracting the 
most difficult and complicated science, such as 
music. The great didactic news of author is to 
give a great introduction to the textbook covering 
methodological, methodological and historical 
issues of musical science (Kobesov A.,1998).

Al-Farabi required using of solid method” and 
“gentle method” to teach members of community 
especially young people, and he said: “Teacher`s 
method of study should not be too strong or too 
tough . If the study is too strong pupil will hate their 
teachers .If there is a very humiliating humility,there 
will be a risk of being neglected by teachers, 
disrespectful, and lazy to science”.

This is also a pedagogical principle that has not 
been abolished today. 

Indeed, it is not permissible to disagree with the 
point that everything is divided into one, and that 
the anticipation of health is an enemy of science, 
education,. 

There are two basic forms of teaching in Al-
Farabi`s didactics: first, motivation for the intelligent 
students, conviction by abstraction imagination, 
making sure; second: visual representation for the 
average student. Reliability, conviction, in our 
opinion, the current state of affairs is heuristic, 
lecture, and problematic teaching methods Al-
Farabi also touches on the technique of teaching 
practical arts and handicraft, offering oral lessons to 
be combined with training and practice.

In these explanations, the essence of ancient 
writers’ works is elaborated, repaired, and explained 
to many methodologically acceptable types of readers.

Abu Nasr al-Farabi has re-constructed the 
foundations of science such as philosophy, logic, 
and has sought to distinguish the meaning of each 

science by identifying its essence as a separate 
discipline.

He also carried out extensive research on 
the subject of mathematics; he discovered great 
discoveries in mathematics, astronomy, and 
enormous studies in physics. He has written many 
works in the sphere of natural sciences such as 
medicine, chemistry, mineralogy which is known 
until our days. He has analyzed principles of ancient 
Greek scholars (Al-Farabi, 1992:45).

Al-Farabi is a self-taught scholar. He was 
primarily interested in Greek science, his philosophy, 
especially the works of his teacher Aristotle.

We know that Al-Farabi was first recognized 
as a philosopher.Most of his philosophical works 
are intended to study Greek scholars, especially 
Aristotle’s heritage.Farabi wrote comments 
on Aristotle’s “Category”, “First and Second 
Analytics”, as well as his philosophical and logical 
works.He alsocreated the treaties as “Pearl of the 
Pearl”, “The Views of the Best Citizens”, “The 
Content of Problems”, “The Science of Science”, 
“The Happiness” and others.Abu Nasr al-Farabi has 
rebuilt the foundations of such branches of science 
as philosophy, logic, and tried to distinguish the 
meaning of each science by defining its essence. 
He made extravagant research on the air, opened 
up great discoveries in mathematics, left works 
about astronomy, and enriched physics with fresh 
thoughts. He has written many works in the sphere 
of natural sciences such as medicine, chemistry, 
mineralogy which is known until our days. 

Al-Farabi ‒ a great didactic methodologist who 
has a great place in the history of pedagogy. 

Selection of the craftsman’s heritage in this area 
and the use of modern pedagogical science for the 
benefit of development is one of the most important 
tasks. Farabi’s heritage is now being taught at Al-
Farabi Kazakh National University, which means 
Farabi’s academic theoretical achievements have an 
important role in educating talented students.
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